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19th Annual Maine Day Set For May
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President Hauck Hopes
This Year's Maine Day
To Be University's Best
"Let us make this Maine Day a real highlight in the history of
the University," said President Hauck who hopes that this year's
Maine Day, scheduled for next Wednesday, will be the best yet.

lar

30

Ready to give the campus a real show during the mayoralty
ful contestants for the position of "hizonner." Kelley Elliot, Sam campaign are these four hopeEd Plissey sit patiently as Dan Stevens "winds up- to get things "Big Chief- Birch, and "Capt."
rolling in the annual contest.
Photo by Johnson

Campaigns In High Gear; 4 Candidates
Run For Mayor
Elections Due Tuesday

"The spirit of Maine Day, with all
Off-campus students have been
the fun that goes with it, is the spirit requested to report for work on
of constructive accomplishment," he project 5, landscaping the Union
went on. "In a university, as in all Building, according to the Maine
enduring and worthwhile enterprises. Day work projects committee.
the work of building, mending, and
After lunch, the float parade, cenimproving must go on year after year. tered around
the theme of Maine
"As you participate in this day of Products, will commen
ce at 1:30 p.m.
useful work and recreation, I hope Over 20 floats
will be entered in the
you will feel that this annual occasion parade. represe
nting many Maine
has greater significance than just the products includi
ng lobsters, potatoes,
carrying out of a program of activi- lumber, and sardines
.
ties. You are really helping to build
Judging
the
floats
from the library
a better and stronger University,"
steps will be President Hauck, ProfesHauck continued.
sor Gerald Grady, Mrs. Joanne
Tuesday evening at 8:15 in Me- Springer Perry,
Professor Richard
morial Gym the fraternity men will Saunders, and
Professor Vincent
take over as they compete against one Hartgen. "The
parade will be held
another for the lnterfraternity Sing rain or shine,"
according to Adolph
championship. The competition is usu- "Dutch" Storey,
chairman of the
ally keen among the fraternities with event.
very enjoyable singing the net result.
State Series baseball garlic will he
Pright and early Wednesday morn- on tap at 3:30
p.m. when Maine's
ing the University band will march varsity nine
goes after the ,calp of
through the campus streets to wake up Bates College
.
students for exchange breakfasts at
The Student-Faculty skit will be
6:30. At 8 a.m. the new mayor will staged at
8 p.m. in Memorial Gym,
be announced on the library steps and and a good old
fashioned time is guareveryone wiil leave from there for the anteed to everyon
e. Students will
projects.
laugh at the faculty and %ice versa.

1 he Ma'or's Rally will be held
Ilonda night. May 10. at 7:30
in the Sletttttrial G m.
Four candidates began energetic
General campus elections will he; A-omen's Athletic Assoriation:
held Tuesday. May II. on the Mall. president. Janet Bishop and Muriel campaigns this week to seek election
In case of rain, they will be held in Verrill: vice president. Anita Rams- as campus Nlayor.
the Memorial Union Building. Polls dell and Jane Wiseman: secretary.
Herb "Sam-Sam" Birch, "Capt." Ed
HI JOE Rtuo
And, as usual, Stores -,ems to get
will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Jane Barker and Myra Goldman:
A
entertai
Plisse.
ning play very well more than maximum
rain
Stevens
,
and
Kelley
the elections committee has an- treasurer. Mary Litchfield and Paeffectiveness in
Elliott begun their campaigns Tues- <kale. is a thumbnail summary of the his use of the relatively small stage.
nounced. Identification cards will be tricia Sweeney.
eartent
Masque
offering. "Caesar and
day morning with colorful posters
Perhaps the most impressive of
required in order to vote.
Student Religious Association:
arranged in stategic spots about cam- Clconatra."
Storey's nine sets is with the Sphinx
The slates are as follows:
president. Sondra Glorsky, Owen pus.
Probably' the best Masque produc- in the first act. His model, aided by
General Student Senate: Presi- Gormley and Clayton Sinclair: vice
tion this :.ear, it continues its four very good low key lighting supervised
'I
he
platfor
ms
of
the
candida
tes
dent. Dana Haggett. Charles Hussey president. Richard Alper. Diane Livday run at the Little Theatre tonight. by Pete Baker, puts across the great
arc as follows:
and Harold Silverman: vice president.
(Continued on Page Two)
impressiveness and majesty of the
"Chief Sam-Sam" Birch, a junior, Friday and Saturday.
John Buker. David Foster, Barney
Otih.tanoing in the show are Phil Egy ptian marvel.
is striving for a united campus. His
Oldfield and Jerry Pangakis; secretary.
Gail 1_,on's portrayal of Cleopatra.
purpose is to unite the tribes of the Neetow's characterization of Caesar
Elizabeth Harvey. Caroline Locke.
,s bile very good, is hurt by some uncampus community, such as the fra- and Ray Storey's set designs.
and Nancy Witham: treasurer. Elva
There is scarcely a moment where evenness in the first half of the play.
ternities, dormitories, and off-campus
Brackett. Priscilla Ridley and Patricia
Ncctow's portrayal slips below the I As Cleopatra develops from a weak
(Centittsted opt Page Nine)
Wade.
est:client mark•
childish titular queen to a more
mature and, at times, ruthlesi ruler.
Thirteen fraternities, singing such
A
•ii's Student Government As.
Miss Lyons seems to get more of a
president. Cynthia Nelson songs as "Down by the Riverside"
grip on her part. rai,ing it to a high
and Mary Atkinson: vice president. and "Heart of My Heart," will comquality.
(iwenyth Bryant and Evelyn Whitney: pete in the tenth annual InterfraterFrom the start, the play dispells any
secretary. Frances Roderick and Lois nity Sing at Memorial Gymnasium
pr.:conceived idea', that it is going to
Blanchard: treasurer. Suzanne Bogert Tuesday. May II, starting at 7:30
p.m.
he difficult to under-land and enjoy.
and Susan Ashton.
People scared by the high level tone
Each
fraterni
ty
will
sing two songs.
Maine Athletic Associat• :
of the name. "Cae•.ar and Cleopatra"
dent. Donald Arnold. Llewellyn according to Chairman Abbott Moby George Bernard Shaw, find they.
sher. Master of ceremonies will be
Clark. C. Dexter Earley and Thomas
have nothing to worry about.
Winship Moody while judges are Pres.
Golden: senior representative. WilThe play is Arictly 20th century.
Arthur A Hauck. Dean John E.
ham Catkin. Charles Otterstedt. Er- Stewart
‘'.ritten by a man with intimate
. James A. Harmon. Wendal
nest Smart and Kenneth Woodstim: Eaton. Anna
kroiAledge of the rear prcsent day
Crouse and Ellen Blodainior representative. Don E. Doug- geti.
theatre.
lass, Charles Folsom. Eugene ScribAlong with Nectow and Miss Lyons.
Included among the entries are
ner and John Small: sophomore rep- Alpha
,in cast credits go to Mark Cohen in
Gamma Rho. Beta Theta Pi.
resentative. Thurlow Cooper. William I
the rote of Caesar's chief aide and
amhda Chi Alpha, Delta Tau Delta.
tireen and Robert Jones.
Beth Bedker as Ftatateeta I even CaePhi Gamma Della, Phi Kappa Sigsar couldn't pronounce 01. the domima, Sigma Chi, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
nating chief nErse to Cleopatra.
1 au Epsilon Phi. Tau Kappa Epsilon
1,111BARI HOURS
Roger Rov,man is :mother rating
and Theta Chi, which won the title
high honors. as irc Nick t'aikr and
The l'ithersits Lilicars will he last year.
.Art Westenherger.
closed all day Mi • • 11/a,„ This
Quiet! mid vs itl
The fraternity winning the contest
t rtirtittiony, ground was broken for
Good in supporting roles are Stan
12. l'he Library will lie open on w ill he awarded a new trophy prethe new men's dormitory early this week. Here a power shovel
Stilton. Norman Tot,ehette. Paul
Tnesdas. May 11. fr
7:30 a.m. Lilted by Col. Joseph A. McCusker
begins excavation for the basement of the $800,000 building.
Rt”tc. Hm%ard Daneer, Pala NN) man,
Iii 5 p.m.
I7.
Story on page h.
Photo by Johnson
(Continued on Page Three)

The campaigns are on.
Candidates for various campus positions have been announced
as final pre-election preparations are made.

Fraternities To Sing
In Gym Tuesday

Masque Does Excellent Job,
Reviewer Says Conditionally
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Candidates for president of the General Student Senate are shown above. Left to right
they are: Dana Bagegtt, Charles Hussey and Harold "Sam" Silverman. Elections will be held
Photo by Johnson
Tuesday, May 11, on the Mall.

Trio of Candidates Vie For Presidency
Running for president of the General Student Senate for 1954-55 are
Dana Baggett, Charles Hussey and
Harold "Sam" Silverman.
All in the class of 1955, the candidates have each served at least one
term in the Senate.
Candidate? statements on Page
Four in Letter Column.
Dana Baggett, a dean's list student, is majoring in public management. He has served as vice president,
social chairman, and pledge trainer
of his fraternity, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
He is president of the Maine Debate
Council, a member of the varsity
debate team, the band and Pi Kappa
Delta, honorary speech society. He

is a proctor in Oak Hall.
Charles Hussey served as vice
president of the Senate this year. He
is the student chairman of the Senate
Social Affairs Committee. He served
as chairman of the elections committee last year and was a member of the
nominations committee as a freshman.
He is president of Sigma Chi fraternity, and was vice president last
year.
He is a representative on the Interfraternity Council and is on the Union
Governing and Activities Boards.
Other activities have been Sophomore
Owls, treasurer of Maine Christian
Association, freshman football, wrestling. Memorial Union Building Corn-

Want !Tar golf scores
Cotisistmev7

Identification Cards
Necessary At Elections
(Continued from Page One)
ingston and Harriet Taylor; secretary,
Judith Barker, Mary Bigelow and
Elizabeth Rand; treasurer, John McGregor and Lewis Janicola.
Campus Mayor: Herb Birch, Ed
Plissey, Dan Stevens and Kelley Elliott.
mittee, Prism, Campus, Masque, cochairman of freshman club.
Harold Silverman is a psychology
major. A Senate representative, he
served on the High School Week End
Committee. He is a member of the
band, and played freshman basketball
and tennis.

Hundreds of unsolicited testimonials from amateur golfers
tell the same story on Spalding Synchro-Dyned woods and
irons — golf's more fun now and a lower-scoring game, too!
You'll see why the first time you play these advance-design
clubs. Your shots are easier to control, your swing is freer,
your timing more uniform — because every wood, every
iroil has the identical contact feel!
Have your Spalding dealer fit you now.

SPALDIN
Spehm-hped
BOBBY JONES*

JIMMY THOMSON*

WOODS & IRONS
GIA

S OF SPALDING

WOODS
API/ISO/IP SSSSS

Four sophomore men; John Buker.
David Foster, Robert Oldfield and
Jerry Pangakis: are competing for
the Senate vice presidency.
David Foster, a dairy husbandry
major, is Senate representative from
Phi Kappa Sigma. He was chairman
of the Bates Convention, played freshman baseball and intramural volleyball and basketball, served on the
Calico Ball Committee and is chairman of the Senate Calendar Committee.
Foster is a member of the Young
Republican's Club, the Aggie Club
and the Maine Outing Club.
Robert "Barney" Oldfield is president of the Sophomore Owls. A
Senate representative both his freshman and sophomore years, he was
also president of the Freshman Class

I
PIRK tillSEMEAT COMPANY

i/

BANGOR

A SET OF SYNCHRO-DYNED CLUBS!

Sophs Compete For Vice President

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BIJOU

ASK ANY GOLFER WHO OWNS

Vice presidential candidates for the Student Senate are:
back row, John Buker and David Foster; front row, Jerry
Photo by Clark
Pangakis and Robert "Barney" Oldfield.

Sat., Sun.. Mon.,Tues.
May 8-9-10-11
"NIGHT PEOPLE"
Cinemascope
Gregory Peck. Broderic
Crawford, Rita Gam
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
May 12-13-14
"TAZA,SON OF COCHISE"
Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush.
Gregg Palmer

PARK
BANGOR
Fri., Sat., May 7-8
"COMBAT SQUAD"
John Ireland, Lon McCallister,
Hal March
"WHEN THE DALTONS
RODE"
Randolph Scott. Broderic
Crawford. Kay Francis, and
Andy Devine
Sun., Mon., Tues.
May 9-10-11
"FANFAN TIIE TULIP"
Frank and zestful French
Comedy. starring
Gerard Phil ipe and Gina
I ollohrigida
Plus
"BLOODHOUNDS OF
BROADWAY"
Mitzi Gaynor, Scott Brady
Wed., Thurs., May 12-13
"KISS ME KATE"
In Technicolor
Kathryn Grayson. Howard
Keel. Keenan Wynn. Ann Miller
Plus
"DRAGON'S GOLD"
John Archer. Hillary Brooke

I
)
4
1
11
3
1'1
5

last year. He has played football
both of his years at the University.
At present he is on the Senate Nominations Committee and the Social
Affairs Committee and, for the second
year, is on the Mayoralty Committee.
Oldfield attended the All Maine
College Conference at Colby in 1953,
the Regional National Student Association Conference at Newton,
Masi., and the NSA Conference at
Wellesley, Mass.
Jerry Pangakis, a dean's list student. is on the Sophomore Class
Executive Council. As a Senate representative for the past two years, he
has served on the Winter Carnival
Committee and the Senate Nominations Committee.
John Buker is a sophomore majoring in physical education. He is
the Senate representative from the
Cabins and South Apartments, and
has served on the Good Will board
of governors and also the Veterans'
Affairs Committee.
Last year Buker was president of
North Dorms Council and a representative to the Central Dorm Council.

HOW'D YOU LIKE TO..

01110NO

'

Thurs., May 6
Rhonda Fleming, Gene Barry
In Technicolor
"THOSE REDHEADS FROM
SEATTLE"
6:30-8:27

Fri.& Sat., May 7-8
Walt Disney's
"PINOCCHIO"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:58
Prices this show 250 Children
500 Adults

'

earn $5000
a year...
be an officer in
the air force ...
get an exciting
head start in
iet aviation...
AND

Sun.& Mon., May 9-10
Neville Brand, Leo Gordon
"RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11"
Sun. Matinee 3:00: 6:30-8:30

Tues.& Wed., May 11-12
John Payne. Evelyn Keyes
"99 RIVER STREET"
6:30-8:30

Thurs., May 13
Stephen McNally, Julia Adams
"STAND AT APACHE
RIVER"
6:30-8:30
4 4N.P
,

belong
to a great
flying
team?
1st Lt. Thomas F. Bommarito and Aviation Cadet
Selection Team No. 64 are
coming to U. of M. to show
you how. They'll be here in
13 days. Meet them at
The Union Bldg. during
their stay.

•—
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First Class Rating For'Maine Campus'
The Maine Campus has received a
"First Class" rating in a national
critical service recently completed by
the Associated Collegiate Press.
Tha rating is based on the first semester, school year 1953-54. The
Campus was entered in the level of
schools having an enrollment of 40002001 and having a weekly paper.
The critical service places all entries into four final-rating classes: AllAmerican, First Class, Second Class
and Third Class.
The Campus received the following

are:
[err\
-lark

football
dversity.
e NomiSocial
e second
mmittee.
Maine
in 1953,
ient AsNewton.
rence at
list stut Class
te repreears, he
Carnival
Nomina-

tore maHe is
rom the
nts. and
ill board
Veterans'

In esery industry engineers need specialized
measur,ng equipment—that is why Lufkin, worldwide specialist in measuring devices, makes nearly
8,000 different tapes, rules, and precision took.
In highway, railroad, oil, mining, surveying,
forestry, and cons,ruction work, engineers specify
Lufkin "Chrome Clad" steel measuring tapes to
get the most on-the-job durability. In swamp,
brush, desert, gravel pits, and wherever a tough
dependable tape is an absolute must, Lufkin
"Michigan" babbitt metal chain tapes ore preferred. City engineers and construction engineers
use the Lufkin ''Wolverine." The line in the Lufkin
"Western" is the some weight as chain topes, but
subdivided throughout, making it ideal for heavy
geld work. Lufkin "Lucas" mine tapes resist rust
and corrosion. In the oil fields "Chrome Clod" tapes
are standard as they withstand hard use, fumes,
and corrosion — they are used for gaging, tank
strapping, and measuring standing casing.
When you go out on the job specify Lufkin
measuring tapes—you will find one for your every
measuring need. Send today for your free catalog.
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Masque Does Good In 'Caesar'

(Continued from Page One)
There are three candidates for Richard Fewer,
Charles Norburg, and
Senate secretary. All sophomores and virtually the entire
cast of 50, too
all women, they are Elizabeth Har- numerous to mention
here.
vey, Caroline Locke and Nancy
Special credit goes to 10-year-old
Witham.
Ashley Campbell, Jr., in the role of
Elizabeth "Betsy" Harvey, a so- King Ptolemy, Cleopatra's brother
ciology major, is the Senate representative from Colvin Hall. She is a
member of the hand, the Senate New ber of the Student Religious AssociaOrganizations Committee, the Maine tion executive council and is on its
Day Committee, Maine Christian As- nominating committee. She is majorsociation, and Colvin House Council. ing in romance languages.
She belongs to Alpha Omicron Pi
Nancy Witham is a sociology masorority. She served on the freshman jor. She is the present treasurer of
handbook committee.
the Senate. She is president of the
Caroline Locke served on the Sophomore Eagles, treasurer of Chi
Senate this year as a representative Omega sorority, and a representative
from The Elms. She is on the Senate to the Women's Athletic Association.
Public Relations Committee. The She is on the Maine Day Committee.
secretary of the sophomore class, she As a freshman, she served as secretary
was a student advisor to this year's of her class. She was also social
Freshman Club. She was also on her chairman of West Chadbourne last
Freshman Club executive council. year.
President of the Elms Annex last
year, she served on the Women's
Student Government. She is a mem-

Listen to WORO, your campus
radio station, run for and by, the students of the University of Maine.

Wherever You Go In Engineering
you'll find Artz...,rm
Measuring Tapes

.
.
In the running for Senate secretary are these three sophomore women. They are, left to
right, Caroline Locke, Elizabeth "Betsy" Harvey and Nancy Witham. All have served at least
one term on the Senate.
Photo by Clark

Senate Secretary
Has 3 Candidates

grades in its department. news
sources, good; treatment of copy,
good; vitality, excellent; creativeness,
good; news stories, excellent; style,
excellent; leads, excellent; editorials,
good; editorial page features, excellent; sports coverage, superior; front
page makeup, very good; headlines,
excellent; printing, very good.

and therefore, by Egyptian tradition,
husband. Campbell not only showed
a remarkable ability for remembering
his lines but also an ability for acting them.
Technical credits for costuming.
sound, lighting, etc., are very good.
The plot deals with Caesar's troubles
with Cleopatra and the Egyptian
rulers during his invasion of their
country.
Caesar finds Cleopatra a childish
girl, dominated by her nurse, Ftatateeta. However, under the influence
of the dynamic and brilliant Caesar
with whom she has a sort of love
affair that never gets very far, she
develops into a mature and stronger
leader.
This is reportedly the most ambitious production Prof. Herschel
Bricker has staged in ten years.
In any case, it is or.e he can be
proud of.

THE tet.........
C/N PULE COMPANY
311
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Opera louse
Now Playing
"RIDING SHOTGUN"
WarnerColor
Wayne Morris, Joan Weldon
Also
"HELL'S HALF ACRE"
Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes,

Maine Air National Guard

Elsa Lancaster, Marie Windsor

INTERESTED IN JETS?
"For the Best in
This

LIFE INSURANCE"

Nall is coming

to the Maine Campus on 10 and I

)Ia%.

See

The Maine Air National Guard Jet Fighter Squadron offers on:
Preston H. Walters,'53
1—A Second Lieutenants Commission.

and
Kenneth P. MacLeod,'47

2—Fulfillment of ,our Military 40digation %% WI liur friends.
3—G.I. Bill Benefits.

Associates of

Ilossard M. Goodnin,'38
Genera/ A gent

4--Pilot or Observer Wings.
5—$.4760.00 per

NCH!' for

approximatel% 12 hours of sour time per month.

Craham Bldg., Bangor
Tel. 4605

I.!

NATIONAL LIFE
Insurance Company

complet•

of the Cadet iorogram (16 inonihpo

program is primarily designed for those of you 's Ito do not plan to make the set-% ice our career.
Get the facts—drop into our

MONTPELIER
VERMONT

•

gm return immediately to ei%iliatt life. 'Uhi.

N 1111 aislisste

10-1 I \la% for full particulars.
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Meet The People
We can picture the scene next Tuesday now.
Several students voting in spring elections go up to the
desk, get their ballots, blink their eyes, fill in some X's after
some of the candidates they like most or dislike least, then close
their eyes and fill in the rest of the slips of paper.
Asked later who they voted for in some cases, most of
them won't even be able to make a decent guess.
In short—many people just don't know anything about
some of the candidates, or even who they are.
The most popular way of advertising candidacy for office
is through a multitude of multi-colored posters. The trouble
with this is that after seeing a certain number of the things the
average person stops noticing them—colors and all.
To help ease the lack of information situation, The Campus, WORO and in the case of the mayor, a rally, aid in publicizing office-seekers.
The most successful of all these methods, judging from
student enthusiasm, is the mayor's rally.
It was suggested last fall that class officer candidates be
given assembly time to state their platforms. This plan was not
worked out, though.
However, the candidates themselves could do a lot to
"educate" the voter by getting together for rallies similar to
those for mayor, though, perhaps, on a higher level.
Arrangements could be made for one big evening rally
with some non-partisan entertainment between speeches.

THE M

I t‘11.1

Or

eaviespondence
McCarthy Did Plenty! Plenty Of What?
"lo the Editor:
There have been many attempts to
defend the actions of Senator McCarthy. For the most part, these have
beei gallant, though pathetic, attempts to do the impossible task of
logically justifying his fanatical methods.
Last week, the Campus carried a
letter defending McCarthy written by
Gerald Lewis, a sophmore here....
... Lewis tells us that as a result
of investigations into subversion in
the defense effort, several employees
of the Department of the Army "were
dismissed."
Yes, they were dismissed but, as

usual, with nothing proven. Lewis
makes the same mistake as most defenders of McCarthyism in that he
thinks the question "What has McCarthy done?" is asking for a list of
activities as if someone was to ask
"What has Willie Sutton done?"
I wish to assure Mr. Lewis and all
McCarthyists that such a question is
asking for things that have been beneficial to our country.
I would like to quote a statement
by Bishop Bernard J. Sheil when he
said, "If anti-Communism flouts the
principles of democracy and freedom,
it is not in the long run effective. You
can not effectively fight tyranny with

LITTLE MAN Oil CAMPUS

by Dick Sibiu'

Ideas On Maine Day
Recent!), Maine Day has had some rough going.
Largely because of unfailing rain each year on that
participation has been low at times.
This year we have been guaranteed good weather by the
Campus weather expert (who prefers to remain anonymous).
Furthermore, the band is determined to ruin any attempt>
to sleep late with its early morning parade around campus.
So why not get out Maine Day and be of some value in
the day's work.
Ask those who have worked previous Maine Days, rain and
all. They actually liked it, and, for the most part, are signed
up again this year.
Also, with the unemployment situation in the United States
the way it is now, the experience with a shovel or hedge clippers
may come in handy in a couple of years.

Voters Back Elections

The Maine Campus
Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the t:nlverdty
a Maine. Subscriptioa rate-51.00 per semester. Local advertising rate-75e per
column loch. Editorial and business offices 4 Fersald Hall. Telephone Pitenslom
24L iv:ember Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national sd•ertising
by Natioaal Ativertisisg Service Inc.. College Publisher's Representative. 4211 mamma
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Entered as second Class Slitter at the Post Office,
Om" Me.
EDITOR-1N-CHIEF
Ron Devine
BUSINESS MANAGER
Rill Butler
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Ralph Clark, Asher Kneeland
DEPARTMENT EDITORS—Moe Hickey, City Editor; Joe Rigo, Editorial Page Editor; Paul Ferrigno, Sports Editor; Beve Fowlie, Society
Editor; Reg Bowden, Makeup Editor; Wayne Johnson, Photography
Editor.
REPORTERS—Tony Shannon. Claire Lynch, Marge Mealey, Dave
Dexter, Martha Bousfield. Charlotte Gelinas, John Littlefield.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Sandra I.apworth, Business Secretary; James
Dufour, Advertising Assistant; Mary Flood, Thomas King, Merle Royte,
Dorothy Jewell, Drusilla Nesbit, Circulation Assistants; Charles Norburg,
Circulation Manager.

tyranny. One of the noisiest antiCommunists of recent history was a
man named Adolph Hitler. He was
not wrong because he was anti-Communist. He was wrong because he
vb as immorally anti-Communist, and
inevitably he was a dismal failure.
Are we any safer.
... because General Marshall was branded a traitor?
No. we aren't. But we are a little
less honorable."
You remember Marshall was so
accused by McCarthy and his followers because of actions and opinions
that turned out to be wrong. Honest
mistakes were branded as deliberate
treachery.
I want to emphasize that McCarthy
does not accuse anyone of anything
ithout the protection offered him by
constitution in the form of Senatorial immunity. He has refused to
shed this immunity to make any accusations. This would leave him open
to slander suits at which he would
have to back up his words with evidence, which he knows is impossible.
Even in public speeches when talking
about accusations he drags in his immunity by quoting statements made
on the Senate floor, thus carrying
over his immunity.
Can anyone answer the question:
"What has McCarthy done which
can be proven to be beneficial to the
United States?"
JAMES P. MOORE
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Senate President
Candidates Speak

I
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Try to forget for a moment that I'm a professor, and let's talk over
your problem man to man.

kOteela#CCI P/Lef,

Communism—Our Big Threat
BY ASHER KNEELAND

One thing students generally get behind (aside from class
assignments) is spring elections.
The vote at this time is usually quite heavy in relation to
the average participation in such things. Probably the main
reason for this is the variety of officers to be voted on. From
Mayor to Senate President, a high percentage of students mark
their X's for their favorite candidates.
And this is as it should be. For the people we choose at
these elections are those we criticize, one way or another, for
the next year.
It's only reasonable that we keep the percentage voting
high and at least continue to earn the right to criticize.

• Nlaine, May 6, 1954

(This Kneeland Prey column was
handed in two weeks ago, a day before the letter that filled this space last
sveek arrived. Ed.)
Listening to the radio broadcast of
the Army-McCarthy hearings, I realized that such sideshows block many
people's view of the danger of Communism.
Communism is our greatest danger
externally and, to some extent, internally. Externally the fears and ambitions of Russia, Red China and the
other satellites are the biggest threat
to world security.
The U. S. should also keep an eye on
colonialism, distrust of the U. S. by
Europe and the plans of other totalitarian nations such as Spain and Argentina.
While watching the sideshow in
Washington, we must not forget the
danger in Indo-China, in all the East
and in Europe.
While we're considering external
danger, we should not forget that only
Russia has satellites. The U.S. has
allies. We can not tell them how to
vote, trade or when to go to war.
Let's keep the internal danger from
Communism in mind, too—even while
-watching the latest McCarthy show.
There are 25,000 Reds in the U. S.,
the Attorney General tells us. The
President and he said recently that
the FBI and kindred agencies can.
have been, and will handle security

measures well.
As far as national security is concerned, the best thing that Joe Doaks's,
like you and I, can do seems to be to
keep our lips zipped if we know any
security secrets and report all really
suspicious acts to the nearest FBI
office.
Where we can really fight Communists is to keep Reds from getting
control of labor groups, civil rights organizations and humanitarian groups.
Just as we would keep the extreme
right, reactionaries, white supremacy
hacks, fascists, from taking control of
business groups, nationalist organizations and civic organizations.
I think the Communist party should
not be outlawed—in the open Reds
look foolish.
Both sides in the McCarthy row
need to improve themselves. The ones
backing McCarthy should grow up
enough to learn that people can oppose them and their "savior" without
being pro-Communist. These McCarthy followers ought to remember
that calling those who disagree "traitors" is a Communist trick.
And those on the other side (as I
am) should remember that even while
fighting what they consider a homegrown totalitarian-minded demagogue,
they still must fight totalitarian Communism. They must not ignore the
great danger of Communism externally, or the smaller internal danger.

On Election Issues
In covering the student elections.
The Campus asked each candidate for
Senate president to draft a statement
of approximately 50 words to be used
in this week's paper.
(Story on page 2.)
Following are the statements.
DANA B5GGETT: "I am not running
for office to add it to a long list of
`accomplishments.' I believe quality.
not quantity, is desirable: therefore.
my college activities have been selectively limited. Pertinent business only
must occupy the Senate's attention.
"Effective public relations and student participation must be developed.
To these and other meaningful ends
I will devote myself if elected."
CHARLES HUSSEY: "I feel the General Student Senate should be the
promoter and stimulator of all extracurricular activities on campus with
the chief function of the officers being
their constant awareness of student
thinking and the reflection of such
in the administration and coordination of committee activities.
"As such, the General Student Senate should be in constant vigilance of
program possibilities and student
opinion, making use of interested
personnel as the chief criterion for
effectuating a well-organized program
to represent and serve the whole student community."
HAROLD SILVERS1AN: "I feel the
greatest duty of the next year's Senate
president is to organize a more active
Senate through more student participation. If elected, I hope to accomplish this by approaching the students
personally to find out and represent
their opinions on matters concerning
the Senate.
"I feel that a great deal can be accomplished to attract student attention
if the president of the Senate reports
over the campus radio station and
newspaper to present arguments on
both sides of important controversies
on the Senate floor. With these points
in mind I am sure the popularity of
the Senate can be improved."
In addition to the above candidates.
a petition is now being circulated to
nominate Winship (Chip) Moody for
the Senate presidency. However, this
became known to the Campus too
near press time for a statement by
Mood) to be included.
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Hydrogen In Experiments At Maine, Too, As Masque Tries
Balloons
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To: The Maine Campus
By MARTHA BOUSEIELD
From: N. Carter, Masque Publiand WAYNE JOHNSON
city Committee
Question: Do you think that the
Re: The Disappearing Balloons
instructor eialuation questionnaire
1. Large 13 foot balloon ordered
is a &rood idea!
for use as publicity stunt for
Maine Masque play Caesar and
Cleopatra.
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Mingle McCann, '57— It would
promote better relations, as the
instructors could be more understanding, and the students would
feel they had something to say
about the matter.

2. Prof. Robert Dunlap, Chemistry Department, informed Paul
Royte, publicity
chairman
of
Masque, that such balloon would
hold 50 pounds of posters. Balloon ordered from war surplus
firm in California.
3. To get permission to put

University Calendar
Thursday, May 6
Hai is Room
Freshman Club 7-9
Sophomore Owls 2:30-5
Bangor Room
Sophomore Owls 7-10:30
Lown Room
A. A. U. W. 7
Bumps Room
Sailing Club 7-7:30
Friday, May 7
Bangor Room
Movie 7, 9

Saturday, May S
Bangor Room
Movie 7, 9
Lown Room
Movie 8

Sunday, May 9
Bangor Room
Sophomore Owls 7-10
Women's Lounge
Phi Mu Tea 2-5
Main Lounge
Madrigal Concert
Tuesday, May 10
Davis Room
Pack and Pine 8-10
Totman Room
I. V. C. F. 6:45-7:45
Lown Room
Mrs. Maine Club 8
1912 Room
M. C. A. 3-4
1Vednesday, May 11
Totman Room
Hillel Choir 4-5:30

balloon up it was necessary to
Royte clambered to top of scafcall Dow Airfield, which then re- fold
by the building, and pulled
ferred Royte to Old Town Airport. them
down with a pole.
It was then found balloon could
11.
Ray
Storey lettered balloons,
not be put up because of technical
Caesar and Cleopatra. They were
difficulties.
then strung up across Mall. They
4. Royte talked with man from were
gone next morning.
CAA and found that special waver
12.
Four seen flying from roof
had to be put up if structure put
over six feet high within five of Corbett Hall. Royte had pretty
miles of an airport — also escape good idea what happened to rest.
13. Royte's spirits re-boosted
valves and lights for night.
5. Application in triplicate sent when large balloon arrived.
14. Before seven o'clock Monday
to Civil Aeronautics Bureau in
Portland. Answer: if balloon were morning Royte, Nick Carter and
put up under one hundred feet Pat Kearney, who was to letter
and taken down at night, no the balloon, were out ready to put
It up.
waver needed.
15. Hydrogen ran out when bal6. Hydrogen for balloon ordered
loon almost full. Small leak then
from Portland.
7. Balloon didn't arrive. So broke out at top of balloon.
16. Carter took off for some tape
Royte obtained 17 small ones.
8. Wednesday afternoon, with to plug leak. Shortly after, a
aid of representative from Chem- rather weak pop heard. Hydrogen
istry Department, balloons were then took off.
17. Remains of balloon settled
filled, using specIal clamps.
to ground.
9. One balloon got loose, was
18. As conclusion to his hydrolast seen heading south over the gen
experiments at the University,
Administration Building, rapidly Royte
had some final words to
gaining altitude.
say, but The Campus is unable to
10. Two more got loose, but print them
here.
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Syli la Grant, '57—If the students use it wisely, it can be
profitable for students and instructors alike.
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t'yn Nelson, '55—If both groups
take it seriously, it can be valuable to keep the instructor on his
toes. If it's abused, it's no good.

Case of the dry "oil" well
4
0r

Ruth Bartlett, '54-1f the kids
don't have a gripe session, it
would be a good idea.

Fordham University
SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
CO-EDUCATIONAL

Not at all unusual, you say? But this well was
purposely drilled that way! In fact, pr,ecautions
were
taken to see that the well wouldn't contact oil-b
earing sands. It was to be a vital part of an elabo
rate
waste-disposal system built into one of Du Pont'
s
new plants near Victoria, Texas. It is an example
of
the unusual engineering problems which Du Pont
technical men encounter.
The "well" itself is almost a mile deep-4900 feet,
to be exact. Waste fluids from the plant are force
d
down this well, to be absorbed by non-oil-bearin
g
sands—far below the level of any surface water
.
Piping near ground level is in the form of concentric
shells, and fresh water is delivered to the annular
opening around the waste pipe. Furthermore, the
water pressure is higher than that of the fluids in
the

Member Assn. of American
Law Schools
Matriculants must he College
graduates and present full
transcript of College record

Classes Begin Sept. 27, 1954
For further information address

Registrar Fordham University
School of Law
30! Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

waste section. In this way, any leakage in the pipe
system causes fresh water to enter the surrounding
sands (or the inside waste system) and prevents
objectionable materials from reaching the sands at
surface levels.
Other interesting procedures are used throughout
Du Pont's many plants to guard against river pollution. For example,scientists were asked to make a
complete marine-life census on one river before
a
plant was built nearby. The company wanted to be
certain that no waste would be discharged whic
h
would challenge the natural pattern of marine life.
Throughoutthe DuPontCompany,whereverthere
is a need for the services of technical men,there are
varied and interesting problems that present a challenge to engineering skill and imagination.

Now available

for student ASME chapters and other
college groups,a 16-mm.sound color movie—"Mechanic
al Engineering at Du Pont." For further information, send post
card to E.I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co.(Inc.),2521 Nemours Bldg.,
Wilmington
98, Delaware.

BETTER

TWINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Watch"Cavalcade of America" on Television
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Junior Prom Offers
'Springtime' Theme
Tomorrow Evening

Ground Broken For $800,000 Dorm
Ground work was started early
last week for the University's new
$800,000 men's dormitory which
will house 250 students.
According to William C. Wells,
manager of dormitories, the building will be completed in time for
the fall semester of 1955, and
should do away with the temporary North Dorms.
The new dormitory will be a
four-story, L-shaped building situated north of Aubert Hall. The
long side of the "L" will be along
the Mall, parallel to Hannibal
Hamlin Hall, with the short side
running toward Oak Hall.
The three upper floors will have
31 double rooms, two single rooms,
and lavatories in both the long
and short wings. The first floor
will have only 25 double rooms,
but will have a social room, two
single rooms, the head proctor's

room, and a combination guest
and conference room.
Cafeteria storage will be situated in the basement of the long
wing of the "L" with a smaller
room for trunk storage. The short
wing will have storage rooms, the
janitor's room, a wash room and
a combination game room and
lounge.
The living quarters will each
have a wardrobe and a combination wardrobe-chest of drawers
built into one wall. The rooms
will have one large thermopane
window.
A new feature of the double
rooms that is being considered is
plastic wall-covering with areas of
cork tile for pinning up pictures.
This new feature is designed to
cut down the marring of the walls
by nails.

Orel

Bandleader Jimmie Hanson, wno will play at the
Junior Prom tomorrow evening in the Memorial Gym.
"Springtime" is the theme of the dance,_ which will be
held from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m.

Lo

well-known
Hanson,
Jimmie
New England bandleader, will take
the bandstand Friday evening at
the first Junior Prom to be held
on campus in a number of years.
"Springtime" has b e en announced as the theme of the semiformal dance.
Early in the year the junior
class voted to hold a semi-formal
dance instead of the "Beaux Arts
Ball" masquerade dance that has
been held by a number of junior
classes in the past.
"We are trying to bring the
Junior Prom back to Maine," said
Merton Robinson, president of the
junior class and chairman of the
dance committee. "I hope we can
start a precedent that will replace
the masquerade dance with such a
traditional event.
"We are expecting a large turnout due to the reduced cost," he
continued. Previously, the committee had hoped to obtain a bigname band from New York, but
were not able to make arrangements. Since the cost of the band
will be less than was expected,
the committee is able to charge
this reasonable price for the
dance, said Robinson. The cost is
$2 per couple.
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Wingate Hall'Sky'
Nearly Completed

Americas
Knights ale Sky...
The Spartan Band that held the pass,
The Knights of Arthur's train
The Light Brigade that charged the guns,
Across the battle plain
Can claim no greater glory than
The dedicatedfew
Who wear the Wings ofSilver
...on a field of Air Force Blue.

11
0

OPPORTUNITY
IMOLKM OP TMK CHOSEN Pele

For Fellowship...High Adventure...and a proud mission...
wear the wings of the U.S. Air Force!
•In days gone by, young men in shining
armor ruled the age. Today, a new kind of
man rules the age—America's Knights of the
Sky, the Aviation Cadets! They rule from on
high. in flashing silver-winged Air Force jets
... a gallant band that all America looks up
to! Like the Knights of old, they are few in
number, but they represent their Nation's
greatest strength.
If you are single, between the ages of 19
and 26%, you can join this select flying team
and serve with the finest. You will be giveo the
best jet training in the world and graduate as
an Air Force Lieutenant,ea ming 55,000a year.
Your silver wings will mark you as one of the

chosen few,who ride the skies in Air Force jets.
As an Aviation Cadet, your kingdom is
space—a jet is your charger and your mission
is the highest. You are a key defender of the
American faith, with a guaranteed future
both in military and commercial aviation.
Join America's Knights of the Sky, new
men of a new age. Be an Aviation Cadet!
WHERE TO GET MORE DETAILS:
Contact your nearest A nation Cadet Selection
Team, Air Force R.O.T.C. Unit or Air Force
Recruiting Officer. Or write to: Aviation Cadet,
Hq., U. S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C.

The new planetarium in Wingate Hall will be finished within
three weeks, say University construction crews, who are now
working on the final stages of the
project.
Work has been progressing rapidly, they said. Roof and carpentry work was finished last
week, and a painting crew is putting the finishing touches on the
inside.
Maynard F. Jordan, professor of
astronomy, and his students have
conducted a trial run of the
machine which will be used in the
planetarium. At least one showing
is expected this year.
University crews, assisted by
Prof. Weston S. Evans, head of
the civil engineering department,
and Parker Cushman, campus
maintenance engineer, have done
all the work on the project with
the exception of the dome on the
roof and the plaster work, which
was done by the Blanchard Construction Company of Portland.
Two final jobs, according to
workers, wit be the installation
of about 25 chairs around the inside edge of the planetarium, and
construction of a stand in the center to hold the machine.
Construction of the planetarium
began last October.

UNITED
STATES
AIR
FORCE

For Unique Experience

.10111

in Human Relations

Figl

A limited number of positions
as Psychiatric Aides are available to college graduates at one
of America's foremost psychiatric clinic-hospitals. If you are
interested in psychiatry, psychology, personnel work, teaching, or social work, this is a
valuable opportunity for practical on-the-job experience in
the basic areas of human relations. You will also enjoy the
benefits of living in a stimulating atmosphere with complete
room, board, recreational and
social facilities plus a cash salary. For further information,
rite to: Barbara St. John, Director of Personnel, The Institute of Lir lug, WO Retreat Ave.,
Hartford, Conn.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

'A Man Has To Keep On The Move,' Says Sam Sezak
BY PAUL FERRIGNO
Sam Sezak, assistant professor of physical education, is probably one of the busiest persons on this campus.
To bear this out, we point to his job as coach of freshman football, his major
role in organizing and running intramural sports, his teaching of physical education
courses and his participation in many other campus activities.
However, this full schedule
doesn't bother Sam any. "A man
has to keep on the move," he
says,
Apple Of His Eye
The apple of his eye is his camp
leadership course. Sam is an ardent camper and calls it his favorite
pastime. He proclaims, "I'm looking forward to advance courses in
camping at the University.
Started Canoe Institute
Last year he started the Canoe
Institute, which plans to hold an
annual three-day outing for camp
counselors and other staff members. It is open to all university
students interested in camping.
Another pleasure which stems
from Sam's camping is the satisfaction he derives from placing
students in camping jobs. "It's almost as if I was getting the job
myself," he explains.
Sam's past is quite a story, too.
A look into it reveals many miles
of travel and literally hundreds
of jobs ranging from that of principal in a high school to a hitch
as head basketball coach at the
University.
A Maine Alumnus
Sam, who is a Maine alumnus,
graduated in the class of 1931 with
a B.A. in Education. He chuckled
after giving us this information
and said, "I just received my master's last year!"
After graduation he taught and
coached in a number of Maine and
Massachusetts high schools. In
1939 his early dreams came true,
when he was asked to come back
to Maine. Sam proudly stated, "I
was tickled to death. I always had
a feeling that I would come back
to the University, and I'm proud
to be here."
Here Since 1939
That was fifteen years ago. He's
been here ever since, except for a
time in 1944-45 when he received
a leave of absence to coach football at East Orange High School
in New Jersey.
Until 1950 Sam worked as assistant to Sports Director Ted Curtis.
In the fall of that year he moved
to his present position.

Cramming
for Exams?

Through the years Sam has developed a very human idea in regard to his coaching. Low and
seriously, he said, "I believe that
if I can't treat each player like
my own son, I don't want to be
a coach."
He further states, "I make a
habit to know all about my ball
players, including their family
life. I have photos and clippings
from all over New England," he
said, pointing to a large envelope
bulging with his collection.
Activity seems to run in the
Sezak family. Sam's wife "Tommy," whom he met at Maine and
married in 1933, was a leader in
Panhellenic Council while here,
and is now financial advisor to

Pi Beta Phi sorority on campus.
They are both very active in
alumni work, Sam serving as
president of the class of '31, and
his wife as secretary.
His Family
Meanwhile, their only son, Tom,
17-, a robust 195 pound chip off
the old block, plays center and
guard on the Hebron Academy
football squad.
"I'm keeping my fingers crossed
that he comes to Maine," says
Sam.
The rest of the family? Well,
there's two-year-old Mary Ann —
"The boys are all making eyes at
her," says' Sam proudly. "And we
mustn't forget our Cocker Spaniel "Buddy," he adds.

Knows all his players . . . "even their family lives."
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taste better?
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Fight "Book Fatigue" Safely
Your doctor will tell you — a
NoDoz Awakener is safe as an
average cup of hot, black coffee. Take a NoDoz Awakener
when you cram for that exam
,,.or when mid-afternoon
brings on those"3 o'clock cobwebs." You'll find NoDoz gives
you a lift without a letdown ...
helps you snap back to normal
and fight fatigue safely!
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WHY do thousands of college smokers from coast
to coast prefer Luckies to all other brands?
BECAUSE Luckies taste better.
WHY do Luckies taste better?
BECAUSE Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. And
that tobacco is toasted to taste better. "It's
Toasted"—the famous Lucky Strike process—
brings fine tobacco to its peak of flavor,.. tones
up this light, mild, good-tasting tobacco to make
it taste even better—cleaner, fresher, smoother.
SO, Be Happy—Go Lucky. Enjoy the bettertasting cigarette—Lucky Strike.

•

Dorms) 60 tablets—
•
NODOZ

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER

Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

•

COPR.. THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

AWIIKEIVERS
SAFE AS COFFEE
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Treasurer's Post
Sought By Three
There are three candidates for
Senate treasurer. All freshmen
and all women, they are Elva
Brackett, Priscilla Ridley, and
Patricia Wade.
Elva Brackett, a sociology major, is a Senate representative
from Chadbourne Hall. She is a
member of the band and Senate
Safety Committee. She belongs to
Delta Zeta sorority.
Priscilla Ridley, a foreign
guage major, served on the
dent Judiciary Committee
year. She belongs to the

lanStuthis
Glee

Club.
Patricia Wade, an English major, is president of West Chadbourne and a member of the house
council. She is a member of the
Maine Outing Club and the Maine
Christian Association. She is pres-

Orono, Maine, May 6, 1954

Candidates For Treasurer

Women's Athletic
Groups Sponsor
Playday Meet Here

Students and faculty members
from 15 Maine high schools attended a playday here last Saturday held in the Women's Gymnasium and on the Women's Athletic Field.
The affair was sponsored by
the Women's Athletic Association
and the department of physical
education for women.
Jane Wiseman, secretary of the
WAA, and Jane Bacon, president
of the Physical Education Majors
Club, were chairmen of arrangements. Anita Ramsdall was chairman of the program committee.
Committee members for the
playday were Ruth Thompson,
Myra Goldman, Barbara Moore,
Patricia King, Sally Rand, Florence Raymond, Jane Barker, Mary
Jane Keith, Jane Ingraham, Ruth
The General Student Senate has announced the above candidates for the office
Johnson, Mary Litchfield, Patricia
of treasurer. All freshmen, they are, left to right, Elva Brackett, Priscilla Ridley and
Adams, Patricia Sweeney, Joan
Patricia Wade.
Photo by Johnson
Gillette, Ruth Beyer, and Marjorie
Mealey.
ently serving on the Women's I gram chairman of its New Eng- I student, she belongs to Chi Omega
High school representatives attended from Brewer, Bangor, DexStudent Government and was pro- land Conference. A dean's list sorority.
ter, John Bapst, Hampden Academy, Lee Academy, Old Town,
Dover-Foxcroft, Thornton
Academy, Bucksport, Houlton, Winslow, Waterville, Corinna, and
Orono.

It's Safety First
For Flammable Stuff

Foreground:

Boeing RB-47E, world's fastest day-or-night long-range reconnaissance plane.

Background: Standard B-47E

six-jet bomber.

What do you want most in an engineering career?
Then join a company
that's growing. Boeing, for example,
has grown continuously throughout its
37-year history of design, production
and research leadership. There's always
room up ahead—and Boeing promotes
from within. Regular merit reviews arc
held to give you steady recognition.
Do you want leog-range career stability?
Boeing today employs more engineers
than even at the peak of World War II.
Here you'd work on such projects as
pilotless aircraft, research on supersonic
flight and nuclear power for airplanes,
on America's first jet transport, and
the world's outstanding jet bombers.
Is it room to grow?

Do you want variety of opportunity? Aviation is unique in this respect. It offers

you unmatched variety and breadth of
application, from applied research to
production design, all going on at once.
Boeing is constantly alert to new materials and new techniques, and approaches them without limitations. In
addition, Boeing's huge subcontracting
program—requiring engineering co-ordination,offers you contacts with a cross
section of American industry.
Boeing engineering activity is concentrated at Seattle, Washington, and
Wichita, Kansas—communities with
wide range of recreational opportumt I(

as well as schools of higher learning.
The company will arrange a reduced
work week to permit time for graduate
study and will also reimburse tuition
upon successful completion of each
quarter's work.
There are openings in all branches of
engineering (mechanical, civil, electrical, aeronautical and related fields)
for DESIGN, PRODUCTION and
RESEARCH. Also for physicists and
mathematicians with advanced degrees.
For further information,
consult your PLACEMENT OFFICE, or writ*
DONALD F. RENARD, Recruiting Supervisor
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash.

IVASEEZAW

As a safety measure, the University will construct a small
building in a remote section of
the campus for the storage of
highly flammable chemicals and
other materials used primarily in
technical instruction and research
projects.
The 14-by-14-foot, two-s tory
structure, of brick and concrete,
will be erected near the University apple orchard on the northeast
corner of campus. Work on the
building is already under way by
Nickerson and O'Day, Bangor contractors, who submitted a bid of
$5,600. Some additional expense
will be involved for grading and
road building.
Flammable materials with a low
boiling point will be stored in the
basement of the building and materials with a relatively high boiling point will be kept in the upper
part.
University officials said the
amount of flammable materials
which are needed for research
projects has increased considerably in recent years. Some of
these items under certain conditions are highly explosive, they
pointed out. As a precautionary
measure, the officials felt such
materials should be kept at a
safe distance from classroom and
dormitory buildings.
The University Trustees awarded the contract for the construction of the building at their last
meeting.

"OLD HOME
BREAD"
Super Enriched
for
Better Health

NISSEN'S
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(Continued from Page One)
students into one tribe. His object
of the campaign is to bring unity to
the campus in an attempt to gain a rebrith of the Maine spirit.
"1 believe the campaign and the
position of mayor should seek to
bring up the level of the position
through a sensible platform with less
slap-stick than in the past. I feel
that better rallies, more student participation in University activities, and
a feeling of campus unity must be
sought," he said.
Kelley Elliott, a freshman, is basing his campaign as a pioneer—a
pioneer for change and progress at the
U niversity.
"I will give a boost to the listless
and nearly lost Maine spirit. Twenty
ears ago the 'Maine Stein Song' was
known and sung from coast to coast.
It wasn't Rudy Vallee that made us
known: it was Maine spirit." Elliott
is planning the construction of a fish
pond in the middle of the mall stocked
with white whales with free harpooning lessons.
Dan Stevens, a freshman, promises
to live up to the "ethical code of Dick
Tracy and Fearless Fosdick and it
shall be my duty not only to prosecute
to the limit of the law Anyface
accused of crimes within this country, but to uphold the rights of all
its citizens," he said.
"Capt." Ed Plissey "firmly believes
that there is a definite place for the
mayor on this campus. I will do
everything in my power, if I am
elected, to bring back the respect and
dignity of that office," he said.

a
When in Bangor stop at

The Pilot's Grill
Opposite Dow Field—
Hammond St.

"We Cater to Parties
and Banqueta"

THE MAINE CAMPUS

University Student To Go
From Norway To Norway
A I niversity !.tutlent front Norway (Maine) will go to Norway
(Europe) this summer for eight
week-, at the Universit, of 0.141.
Donald I.. NIt-Allister. 3 ju •
majoring in hktory, recei%eri a
seholor-hip for the Yuninter se+.
skim.
Plissey said that he stands on a
"perfectly solid platform, which is
made up of sound principles, definite
policies, and complete sincerity."
Several planks of his platform include: "To provide a megaphone for
every dog at the South Apartments
so their bark will be bigger than
their bite," and, "To provide a date
bureau on campus."
Mayor elections will be held Tuesday. May 11.

Page Nine

New Members Named To 3 Honor Societies Wednesday
New members of The Senior Skull
Society were tapped at The Junior
Class Assembly Wednesday morning.
They are Dana R. Bassett, Delano
Boutin. Reginald B. Bowden. William
S. Calkin. NIerton D. Robinson,
Ernest A. Smart, Thomas W. Golden,
Charles E. Hussey, Kenneth Y. Woolsum, and C. Dexter Earley .
Tapped last night at the annual
Eagle Banquet for membership in

Neai Mathetai, high scholastic society
for freshman women, were: Charlotte
Brackett, Lucille Dwinal, Barbara
Goul, Joan Hanson, Mary Kilpatrick,
Sylvia McKenzie, Doris Richards,
Frances Roderick, Lois Whitcomb,
and Eleanor Zoidis. Joan Knight was
elected associate member as she did
not register for the second semester.
New members of Sophomore Eagles
Society are: Jane Barker, Barbara

Berce, Lois Blanchard, Charlotte
Brackett, Elva Brackett, Jane Caton,
Myra Goldman, Dorothy Jewell,
Sarah Kappas, Mary Jane Kilpatrick,
Marilyn Lounsbury, Janet Malcolm,
Helen Mangan, Alice Osier, Florence
Raymond, Doris Richards, Frances
Roderick, Patricia Wade, Lois Whitcomb, and Elaine Young.
What you do is our news.

SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS—Spring Sem. 1954, June 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 1954
,1

Time of
Exercise

MON.
1

MON.
'
_

MON.
3

MON.
4

Mori.
5

MON.
6

MoN.
7

TUES.
June 8
8:00

WED.
June 9
8:00

THURS.
June 10
8:00

FRI.
June 11
8:00

SAT.
June 12
8:00

MON.
June 14
8:00

June 15

TUES.
1

Tuhs.
1

TUES.
3

TUES.
4

TUES.
5

TUES.
6

TUES.
7

TUES.
8

TUES.
June 8
2:00

WED.
June 9
2:00

THURS.
June 10
2:00

FRI.
June 11
2:00

SAT.
June 12
2:00

MON.
June 14
2:00

FRI.
June 11
2:00

WED.
June 16
2:00

WED.

WED.

WED.

WED.

WED.

WED.

1

2

3

4

5

6

WED.
7

Time of
Examination

TEES.
June 8
8:00

WED.
June 9
8:00

FRI.
June 11
8:00

FRI.
June 11
2:00

THURS.
June 10
8:00

Time of
Exercise

THURS.
1

THURS.
/

THURS.
4

THURS.
5

THURS.
6

THURS.
June 10
2:00

THURS.
June 10
2:00

Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise
lgembee/Wend 11kiesrue Beat

Time of
Examination
Time of
Exercise

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
Woh twelv• offices in
East.rrn Ddain•
Monalaor F.rd•ral Deposit Inrumnce Corp.

Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise

FRI.
1

Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise

1st choice for comfort,
luxury, value!

THURS.
3

FRI.
,,
-

FRI.
3

Thum.
June 10
8:00

FRI.
4

FRI.
5

i

WED.

SAT.

June 9
2:00

June 12
2:00

SAT.

SAT.

SAT.

SAT.

SAT.

1

2

3

4

5

FRI.
6

MoN.
8

TUES.
8:00

WED.

8
WED.
June 9
2:00

THURS.
7

THURS.
8
SAT.

June 12
8:00
FRI.
7

FRI.
8

Time of
Examination

Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week is held in any
given course. For example: if a course is given Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at the third period, it is said to be
given Monday the third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the examination falls upon Thursday, June 10, at 8:00 A.M.
Note the following changes from the above:

Exclusive "Stain Shy"
finish resists spots,
stays wrinkle-free!
No wonder more
grads and undergrads
wear
AFTER SIX than
all other formals
combined!
26.95
Midnite Slims
Dress Trousers ..12.50
Cumm•rvest and
Ti. Sets, 7.50 to 15.00

See Your Local AFTER SIX Dealer

Ag
As
Be
Be
Be
Be
Bt
Ce
Ce
Ce
Ce
Ch
Ch
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ee
Ee
Ee
Ee
Ee
Eh
Eh
Fm
Fr
Fy
Fy
Fy
Gt
Gy
Gy
Gy
He
He
He
He
He
He
Ht
Ht
Hy
Hy
Hy
Hy
Mc

Thurs. June 10
Wed.
June 9
Mon.
June 7
Sat.
June 2
Mon.
June 4
Tues.
June 8
Wed.
June 6
Sat.
June 2
Sat.
June 2
Mon.
June 4
Fri.
June 1
Mon
June 4
Sat.
June 2
Sat.
June
Fri.
June 1
Mon. June 7
Tues.
June 8
Sat.
June 12
Wed,
June 9
Tues.
June 15
Tues.
June 8
Tues.
June 15
Tues.
June 15
Sat.
June 12
Mon.
June 7
Tues.
June 8
Sat.
June 12
Wed.
June 9
Wed.
June 16
Fri.
June 11
Tues.
June 15
Wed.
June 9
Fri.
June 11
Thurs. June 10
Mon.
June 14
Tues.
June 8
Wed.
June 9
Fri.
June II
Mon.
June 14
Sat.
June 12
Mon.
June 14
Thurs. June 10
Tues.
June /4
Mon.
June 7
Sat.
June 12
(Contiplued on Page Ten)

2 Soils
Descriptive Astronomy
9
Prin. of Economics
9 Elem. Accounting
Business Law
55
Marketing
64
General Botany
1
Surveying
5
Curves and Earthwork
10
Hydraulics
26
Structural Theory
58
2 General Chemistry, Div. 1
General Chemistry. Div. 4
2
Educ. Found. I, Intro. to Education
4
Educ. Found. 11. H. S. Curriculum
5
Prin. & Tech. of Guidance
45
Elem. of Electrical Engineering
2
Telephone Comm.
22
Telephone Lab.
24
Electric Circuits
41
Applied Electronics
43
Freshman Composition
Modern Literature
9
Rural Sociology
24
Inter. French, Div. 1 & 4
4
2 Elem. of Forestry, Div. la & 4
Forest Products
14
Forest Administration
20
American Government
2
Prin. of Geology, Hist.
2
Desc. Geology, Hist.
4
Geology
16
Int. to Foods and Nutrition
5
Meal Planning & Preparation
6
Clothing Const. Prob.
8
Pre-school Child
14
Advanced Foods
23
Adv. Inst. Foods
82
Horticulture
2
32 Comm. Floriculture
2 Class. & Medieval Civilization
4
U. S. History
Hist, of Western Europe
6
Current World Problems
22
Intro. to Music I.it.
2

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium
22 Wingate
6 Stevens South
Memorial Gymnasium
303 New Engineering
303 & 304 New Eng
5 New Engineering
5 New Engineering
305 Auhert
305 Aubert
Memorial Gymnasium
6 Stevens South
Memorial Gymnasium
22 Lord
22 Lord
21 Lord
See Instructor
See Instructor
See Instructor
300 Auhert
22 Wingate
17 Stevens North
113 Plant Science
209 Plant Science
113 Plant Science
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium
303 & 304 New Eng.
32 Merrill
32 Merrill
32 Merrill
32 Merrill
32 Merrill
14 Merrill
22 Wingate
120 Plant Science
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium
Foyer Carnegie

Page Ten
(Continued on Page Nine)
Md
Md
Md
Me
Me
Me
Me
Me
Me
Me
Me
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Mt
Mt
Mt
My
Pe
Pe
PI
Ps
Ps
Py
Py
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sy
Zo
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2
3
12
22
24
34
50
50
52
54
84
1
3
6
7
12
19
28
58
2
4
6
2
13W
63W
2
2
2a
2
76
1
3
31
82
24
26
4

ENGINEERS

1955 Prism Nearly Completed;
Set For Distribution In June

Memorial Gymnasium
124 & 125 East Annex
See Instructor
304 & 308 New Eng.
304 New Engineering
303 New Engineering
The 1955 Prism, yearbook of the junior class, is now in its
303 New Engineering final stages of production, Reginald Bowden, editor, announced
304 New Engineering
304 New Engineering today.
303 New Engineering
The book is expected to be published and ready for distribu304 New Engineering tion by the end of the school year. Copies can still be reserved with
50 Stevens South
the business manager, William Tiedemann.
6 Stevens South
"The printing of the Prism by the Prism will be the presentation of the
22 Wingate
University Press climaxes nearly ten Maine Stein Song in full-page photo22 Wingate
Memorial Gymnasium months of hard work by many peo- graphs," Bowden said.
6 Stevens South
ple," Bowden said.
These pictures and many other outMemorial Gymnasium 270 Pages
standing pieces of photographic art
6 Stevens South
The 270-page annual was edited by in the book are the work of Jack
See Instructor
Memorial Gymnasium a staff that included Roger Bowman, Mitchell, photographer for Chidnoff
100 Aubert
Beverly Safran, and Diana Hard- Studio, New York City.
Memorial Gymnasium wicke, as editorial assistants; Sondra
Mitchell, a native of Florida, has
Women's Gymnasium Glorsky, activities; and Ruth Dow, created many striking photographs for
Women's Gymnasium organizations.
leading colleges in the East. A vet218 Library
John Perez edited the fraternity eran of World War it, he has studied
Memorial Gymnasium
Memorial Gymnasium section and Hilda Sterling handled art at The University of Florence in
sororities. Rounding out the staff Italy.
See Instructor
Memorial Gymnasium were Patricia Wallace, seniors editor;
Mitchell has also had his dance
Memorial Gymnasium Lois Cassidy, juniors editor; Moe photography published in several
305 Stevens
Hickey, men's sports; Cynthia Nelson, leading magazines.
22 Wingate
women's sports; and Henry Meinecke,
The Stein Song section in the book
375 Stevens
photography. Margery Benson was is introduced by a picture of Rudy
22 Wingate
Vallee, who popularized the work 25
Memorial Gymnasium secretary for the staff.
Memorial Gymnasium "Stein Song" In Pictures
years ago.
"One of the features of this year's Cover By Hartgen
Prof. Vincent Hartgen, head of the
University's art department, created
HERE'S
AN
the cover design for The Prism. The
cover is an expression of modern informality which the book charactere6
j0
izes in photographic layout.
"The fraternity group photographs,
which Mitchell took for The Prism,
are unique for U. of M. yearbooks,"
Bowden said.
These photos were taken at night
in front of the fraternity houses and
were accomplished through the use
of an elaborate photo-flash arrangement.
Bowden expressed thanks to the
students, faculty members, and staff
of the University Press for their assistance in getting out the yearbook.

Eng. Drawing
June 11 at
Fri.
Desc. Geometry
June 11 at
Fri.
Forestry Drafting
Thurs. June 10 at
Elem. of Mech. Eng., Div. 1 & 3
June 8 at
Tues.
Machine Design
June 8 at
Tues.
Thermodynamics
June 11 at
Fri.
App. Mechanics, Statics, Div. 1 & 2 Thurs. June 10 at
App. Mechanics, Statics, Div. 4 & 5 Thurs. June 10 at
App. Mech., Dynamics, Div. 1 & 2 Sat.
June 12 at
Applied Mechanics
June 14 at
Mon.
Industrial Mgt.
June 12 at
Sat.
Trigonometry
June 9 at
Wed.
Algebra
Mon. June 14 at
Elem. of College Math.
Tues.
June 8 at
Basic Mathematics
Mon. June 7 at
Anal. Geom. & Cal.
Thurs. June 10 at
Statistics
Wed.
June 9 at
Calculus
Tues.
June 15 at
Eng. Mathematics
Mon.
June 7 at
1st Yr. Basic Military
Mon.
June 7 at
2nd Yr. Basic Military
Mon.
June 7 at
1st Yr. Adv. Military
Mon.
June 7 at
Modern Society
Tues.
June 8 at
Tech. in Gymnastics
Thurs. June 10 at
Meth. in Modern Dance
June 7 at
Mon.
Philos. & Modern Life
Sat.
June 12 at
General Physics
June 8 at
Tues.
General Physics
Tues.
June 8 at
General Psychology
Mon.
June 7 at
Social Psychology
Tues.
June 15 at
Fund. of Public Speaking
Mon. June 14 at
Adv. Public Speaking
Thurs. June 10 at
Voice and Diction
June 7 at
Mon.
Adv. Speech Correction
Mon. June 7 at
Rural Sociology
Sat.
June 12 at
Urban Sociology
June 14 at
Mon.
Animal Biology
Thurs. June 10 at
No changes can be made in this schedule.

10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.

Vol.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC'S

SALES ENOINEERIN:G. PROGRAM
Opening the doors to challenging careers—as SALES ENGINEERS—APPLICATION ENGINEERS—PRODUCT SPECIALISTS—G.E.'s Sales Engineering Program is an invitation to success
to all young engineers who want to combine engineering know-how
with contact work ... who want a career that is varied, challenging
... who want long-range advancement opportunities limited only
by individual performance.

Mrs. Martha Tate is the new
house mother at Phi Gamma
Delta. She was formerly a house
mother in Chadbourne Hall.
Peork ,Scuit —
"1/044 cwt And

PARK'S
ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE... provides you with outstanding
training in industry sales techniques, market characteristics, sales
plans and policies, product engineering work, industry engineering.
•as a Sales Engineer you will learn from some of the nation's
finest industrial salesmen.
•as a Product Specialist you will work with some of the most
ingenious men in the electrical industry.
•as an Application Engineer you will learn how to solve intricate
customer problems from some of the most experienced men in
the field.
INTEGRATED CLASSWORK COURSES.. ,are designed to
give you information for good daily job performance and a sound
background for positions of greater responsibility. Courses in sales
methods, apparatus marketing, business fundamentals, etc., supplement your on-the-job experience and provide excellent advancement
opportunities.
COMPLETING THE PROGRAM ... means you may go to one
of G.E.'s many Districts—with sales offices in 152 key cities in
45 states. Or you may prefer ass;gnment to a headquarters operation. Regardless of your choice, you will be working with some
of the most competent men in industry in an interesting, fastmoving career—and you will be building your career with the
leader of the fastest growing industry in America!
For more information see your ccf!cte placement officer ot write:
College Editor
Dept. 2-123
General Electric Co.
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL

Mill Street

A Sales Program man learns how good desicn mckes
sales easier.

'HMI)

al

PARK'S

HARDWARE
& VARIETY
Orono, Maine

Ol• 1.1kF.

To ..

earn $5000
a year...
be an officer in
the air force...

As a specialty salesman yot..11 have a chc.nce to work
with young compcnies, to help them grow to be leaders
in their field.

get an exciting
head start in
jet aviation...
AND

belong
to a great
flying
team?
On-the-job training In design or commercial sections
gives excellent opportunity to learn engineering, application, marketing of G.E. opperztus

ELECTRIC

1st Lt. Thomas F. Rommarlin and Aviation Cadet
Selection Team No. 64 are
coming to U. of M. to show
you how. They'll he here in
13 days. Meet them at
The Union Bldg. during
their stay.
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